Midge’s Stitches
TIPS FOR PREPARING YOUR QUILT FOR THE LONGARM
#1 Squaring Your Backing Fabric

Backing Fabric Top
4-5” larger

QUILT TOP
These two rectangles represent your quilt top and your quilt backing. When I lay your quilt
top and backing out on the Longarm they will appear like this illustration. The quilt top
and back are both centered to the canvas leaders of the frame at the arrow marks.

Left Side Backing Fabric
4-5” Larger

The top and bottom of your backing should be parallel to each other and squared (exactly
90 degree angles with a perfectly flush rotary cut). If the top and bottom of the backing is
angled in any way, as the quilt is advanced on the rollers, puckers form in the backing,
which we definitely don’t want.
Large clamps hold the left and right edges of the backing and batting to keep your back
from puckering during the quilting process. If your side backing fabric is too short the
clamps will be too close to the quilt top and the top could be distorted. Please insure that
all four sides on the backing fabric are straight and corners are squared. This is “machine
ready.” The price of me squaring your backing has increased due to the time it takes me
to do this. Prices are $5 for small quilts and $10 for twin size and larger.
If you are piecing the backing fabric, be precise and square your blocks as your piece to
keep the back as straight as possible without puckers. Please note that backing fabrics
are centered on the leaders at the arrow mark above and below, so depending on where
you want your pieced design to lay, keep this in mind. Also, press seams OPEN.
If your backing fabric is not large enough, I may have to make extensions that will be
added to the edges of your backing fabric. The cost of extensions is $2.50 each and it
may take anywhere from 4-8 extensions to fit your quilt top.
If you provide your own batting, it should be the same size as your backing.

QUILT BOTTOM

Backing Fabric Bottom
4-5” larger

Right Side Backing Fabric
4-5” Larger

Your backing must be 4-5 inches larger than your top on each of the 4 sides (4” larger for
baby/throw size and 5” larger if the quilt is twin size or larger). This is a total of 8-10
inches larger overall than your top on both the length and width measurements. When
using selvedge edges to piece your back, be sure to stitch these together with a ½” seam
(or greater if you are hiding the puncture marks) and then trim the selvedge edge down to
a ¼” seam. If you don’t trim off the selvedge edge, the seam line will pucker. Also, it is
best to press your seams OPEN on the backing fabrics, as this creates less bulk where
you pieced it.

#2 Reinforcing Strip Borders
If your quilt top has a strippy border or a border that is not horizontal or vertical in nature, please reinforce
those edges by sewing a 1/8” line of stitching along the edge all around your quilt. This helps to keep the quilt
top from pulling and unraveling during the quilting process. This is a good idea to do even with regular
borders.
#3 Pressing Fabrics
Please be sure your quilt top and backing have been pressed and are as free of wrinkles as possible. When
pressing borders, a great tip is to press your seams VERTICALLY on your ironing board, not horizontally.
Pressing horizontally distorts the fabric.
#4 Loose Threads
Cut loose threads off the top of your quilt top. While I do my very best to remove threads for you, these little
critters love getting caught in the foot of the machine, and if caught, they WILL tear your quilt.
#5 Batting
I carry some cotton batting, mainly Warm and Natural 100% cotton, 96” wide. You are more than welcome to
purchase your own batting and bring it to me. I’m not a big fan of Hi Loft Poly Battings as they don’t do well on
the Longarm.
#6 Borders
After your have spent hours piecing your top, don’t rush when putting on your borders. Many quilts have
problems in the borders. Here are some tips to ensure your borders will lay flat.
1. Always square your top as you do your piecing and again just before you attach your borders. This
helps to reduce fullness in the center of the quilt.
2. Borders are best when cut along the straight of the grain (running parallel to the selvage edge)
because there is less stretch to the fabric.
3. Measure all the edges of your top and compare the top to the bottom and then the sides. If any
measurement is greater than ¾ to 1 inch, you should ease in the top before applying your borders. Of
course you could also trim the top slightly if it doesn’t interfere with your piecing or pattern design,
4. Once your top measures correctly, square your edges using a large square ruler, if you have one. (I
use at 12 ½ " ruler). Line the ruler up on each side (top and side) with the 45o angle on the corner and
trim to square the corners.
5. Attach your borders keeping your seams as straight as possible with a ¼” seam. Once you attach
your left and right side borders (and pressed well), align your 45o ruler along the top and border and
trim the borders so that they are flush with the sides of your top. Now, attach your top and bottom
borders along the entire edge and trim as necessary before applying any additional sashing or
borders.
6. When done applying all your borders, re-measure your top, bottom and sides to be sure your quilt is as
close as possible to lining up properly. If not, you may need to do a little more easing.
7. Your quilt top should now be as square as the diagram on the front page of this instruction sheet.
These tips should help you keep your tops laying flat and give the best results possible when on the Longarm.
If there are other questions or concerns you have when preparing your quilt and back for the Longarm, please
don’t hesitate to give me a call. I’m here to help you create the most beautiful quilts possible.
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